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JINTRODUCTION
This paper is my response to a feeling that is quite
common in developing countries:
We are so constrained by economical problems that we
can't afford to get worried about the environment.
Limitations to the legitimate development of our own
resources and capabilities in the benefit of our own
people should not be imposed on us by the already
"developed countries."
I am not going to produee an answer; my time and
the information available are very limited. Also, this task
will demand a quite complete team of researchers to cover all
the aspects involved in such a big area of the world as the
Southwest Coast of the Atlantic Ocean.
I am not an environmentalist, my background is in the
industry's field. But I think it is necessary to establish
a bridge that may help to unify criterias of both worlds,
developed and developing.
The more we concentrate information and the more we
call the attention of people to the future problems of
indiscriminate development, the more we advance towards the
rational utilization of the Marine Environment and the
Coastal Zone in a worldwide perspective.
In some way the environmental concern is a consequence
of a high standard of life. Countries and people become aware
1
2of the problem of rational utilization of resources, when
they can afford to do it. Unfortunately the consequences of
the past actions are sometimes irreversible and when a
country realizes what is going on, there is little more to
do that may compensate the damage.
Developed countries are now trying to call the atten-
tion of developing countries and trying to show them the
consequences of their own indiscriminate developments, but
I think that also developed countries should try more
specifically to analyze and understand the process that is
going on in these developing parts of the world. Not just a
cool evaluation, an inventory and a prediction, but yes,
this process, in the benefit of all the world should include
the analysis of what people from developing countries feel
and why they feel it that way. What can be done to concilliate
the developing situation of a region with the managerial
principles and the Coastal Zone Managemen~ criterias? What
can be applied without imposing a tax to development in any
particular case?
As a help to this understanding I have translated
selected parts of an article published in the Number 1183
Dec. 21, 1974, of Manchete (Rua do Russell, 84 - Rio de
Janeiro) a well known Brazilian magazine. ~he article refers
to the reactions of people and some other consequences in
the Brazilian coastal city of Campos after the official
announcement of a major oil finding 50 miles offshore their
3own coasts in December, 1974.
Campos dos Goitacases, is living with its 321.370
inhabitants the excitement of the oil discovery. Before the
drilling ship Petrobras II confirmed the existence of the
giant Qil field of Garoupa~ Campos' pride was lost far away
in the past: it had been the first city in South America
to use electricity for its public light service. Such
unusual and important event was inaugurated the 24th of
June of 1883 with the presence of the Emperor Peter II and
his wife. After almost one century Campos' pride is again
reinforced by an exceptional event: the existence in its
continental shelf of fabulous oil reserves.
At the airport, only a while ag0 sporadically visited
by little turistic planes, the busy helicopters fly back and
forth carrying the excited engineers and technicians from
Petrobras, newsmen and high government officials, many of
them showing the happiness of someone that won the lottery.
In the same airport journalists of all the country are
permanently established waiting the news from the oil fields.
In the center of the city peQple are no longer
discussing the existence or not of oil, the topics are now
different: Will the city because of the oil fields beco~e
a national security zone? Surely in Campos a new oil
refinery wi~l be located, or maybe a petrochemical unit ...
People gather to look at an oil sample exhibited in a show
window, simultaneously the loudspeakers are playing a samba
4melody that refers to "our oil." In the front pages of the
newspaper Monitor Campista with 140 years of life, the third
in Brazil according to age, it can be read: "This is the
Petroleum Cycle! This is Brazil's redemption!"
In the house of the active Mayor of Campos, Jose
Carlos Vieira Barbosa, happiness explodes thru the many
Champagne bottles being opened one after the other. With
all his family around, the Mayor exhibits a hand covered
with oil from Garoupa, at the same time that a sample is
being passed hand by hand like a relic. "This is not only
the happiness of a citizen of Campos," says the mayor, "this
is the emotion of someone that sees oil coming out in the
moment our country needs it desparately. Now we can handle
the future with a lots of confidence."
The town of Campos will not be directly benefited
by the oil fields in its coastal zone, but the Mayor expects
to obtain some funds to improve the city's budget. With a
lot of pride he explains that Campos with less than 400.000
inhabitants, has 110.000 students. "In a short time we will
eliminate the illiteracy and our University in addition to
its Medical, Law, Odontology, and Phylosophy Schools will
include centers for Engineering and Infirmary. To obtain
that we need in addition to the good prices for Sugar, lots
of oil, isn't that so?"
One of Campos outstanding landowners, farmer and
breeder, Mr. Nelson Lamego, thinks that not only oil will
5maintain this land in the newspapers front pages, "Our white
Gold, Sugar, is also there." "After the very good prices for
Sugar, now we have Oil."
This week-end the first direct beneficiaries of the
oil boom in Campos were the owners of the city's hotels.
The best hotels were filled with tourists attracted by the
notice and many newsmen had to work hard to get a place
where to sleep. But also other changes are being detected
after the oil discovery as one of Campos newspapers,
A Noticia informs:
Maybe the best evidence of the oil 'existence for
the campistas, is the abrupt valorizatiQn of land in
the beaches of Sao Tome Lighthouse. A piece of land
of 600 square meters (approx. 1/8 acre) that had an
average value of $500 in January 1973 is now as an
average in $2100, and nobody wanted to sell before
the official announcement of Petrobras.
Organization of the Study
To analyze this Coastal Management problem it is
convenient to have a regional overview of the entire South
Atlantic Coast (South America). Go over some of its
physical characteristics, the state of development of the
offshore oil industry, the volum e of its activities, and
other related data, the recreational and the fishing
industries, the population and its characteristics. This
will develop a regional comprehension which is absolutely
necessary to have in mind before analyzing the problems of
any particular situation created in a country or an area of
6a country of the Southwest Atlantic Coast.
After covering, very generally, all these features
the aims of my research will be concentrated on the Uruguayan
Coastal Zone problem.
Many reasons support my selection of Uruguay as
final target; first, being a natural of the country my
knowledge of the local framework is the best, but this is
not the main reason.
Summary of Findings
Uruguay in some way could be considered a scale
model for the rest of the coast in comparison with its two
giant neighbors Argentina and Brazil. This particular
circumstance may be very helpfUl in one sense, it is possible
that due to the little extension of its coast (300 K. of
oceanic shore) and considering that the government very
recently has adopted several decisions to promote the use
of the resources of the Coastal Zone, the problems of the
incompatibility of the multiple uses wi11 quickly develop
and call the attention of the decision makers. This situation
is in some way already created. A ten million dollar loan
for the construction of an oil discharge terminal was granted
last year to Uruguay but the incompatibility of some of the
terms of this project with the offshore exploration (exploi-
tation) agreement to be signed by the Uruguayan government
and Chevron oil Company, has generated a conflictual situation.
7But the important question concerning the Uruguayan
Coast lies in connection to its natural outstanding conditions
for recreational uses.
One of my purposes ~s to address issues concerning
both the general question of developing shoreline management
policies and the possible impacts of the Development of
Offshore Oil industry on a coastline that supports a high
percentage of the recreational and touristic activities of
the three countries: Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay,
particularly because the unique regional characteristics
that the Uruguayan Atlantic shore presents. By the other
side the fishing industry may be strongly developed if we
remember that estimates show that the Rio de Plata oceanic
front is considered one of the remaining unexploited fishing
grounds of the world.
The growing variety, intensity and rate of increase
in demands placed upon coastal zone areas in general around
the world, helps, in addition to other local changes, to
support the prediction that even in momentarily economically
depressed areas as both Uruguay and Argentina are now, rapid
developments along the coast may happen, and possibly in
explosive form.
A rapid industrial development may upset all the
pre-established regulations and before they are irreversible
it is a good question to analize if the due considerations
are given to environmental preservation and aesthetical values.
The land-water interface of the shoreline is one of the
most biologically productive areas on earth. At the same
time, it is one of the most fragile in ecological terms.
The situation as far as Coastal Zone Management in
both Uruguay and Argentina can be classified as the old
traditional viewpoint that focused on a single resource at
a time such as fish, agriculture, ground water, tourism,
and recreational activities, or oil production and this
activity's lacking of long-term goals.
Both countries may need to cooperate more on a
regional basis to consider siting of onshore facilities in
the case the offshore oil production possibilities are
confirmed. The recreational and economic value of some
sites in the Uruguayan coast like Punta del Este are of
regional international importance and the impact of an
offshore oil development over areas like this, require
comprehensive regional planning that may include the
placing of onshore facilities for offshore oil development
in the industrialized Argentinian margin of the Rio de la
Plata, which has also comparatively low value for coastal
recreational purposes.
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THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The Southwest Atlantic Coast, almost 13.000 Kilometers
of shore is composed by the addition of the coastlines of
<>>nly three countries: Brazi~ with 7400 Kilometers, Argentina
with 5000 Kilometers and finally Uruguay with only 350
Kilometers of oceanic shore.
Within this coastline, two major rivers of the world
the Amazon and the Rio de la Plata (Amazon is considered
first in the world and the Rio de la Plata ranks within the
first ten rivers in the world) drain an area of 12 million
square Kilometers, sixty per cent of the surface of the
entire South American continent, pouring an enormous amount
of fresh water and sediments into the Atlantic Ocean.
The continental margin of the Southwest Atlantic
Coast has a wide, well developed continental shelf under
the two hundred meter. isobath. Estimated for Argentina is
one million square Kilometers (988.722 Km 2 ), BO per cent
under 100 meter depth and attaining a maximal distance from
the coast of 700 Kilometers (420 miles) in the South. Not
so wide but because of longer shoreline, the shelf attains
a similar area in Brazilian coasts and finally 70.000 sq.
Kilometers belong to Uruguay mostly in the front of the
9
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Rio de la Plata.
The depth of the shelf is less than 50 Meters in most
areas except in the offshore areas of northern Brazil and on
the Malvinas (Falkland) Shelf. It is very ·shallow in the
Rio de la Plata region. The slope is steep in the northern
part of the Patagonian Shelf, but more gentle in the south.
Two oceanic basins of almost 6000 M. depth (Brazil Basin
and Argentina Basin) are separated by the Rio Grande Ridge
(minimum depth~ooom). ~
The Argentinian-Uruguayan Continental Shelf is one
of the largest in the world, locally the sea floor is
remarkably level, and regionally it deepens gradually toward
the south and seaward. The range of depths at which the
shelf break takes place is relatively broad: between 130
and 200 Meters.
The only significant accumulation of fine grained
sediments is found in the Rio de la Plata inner estuary and
along an elongated depression which extends parallel to the
Uruguayan coastline and curves towards the north reaching
the outer shelf. This depression is known in the local
literature as "Po~o de Fango" (Mud Hole). Most of the ~
topmost layer of sediments on the shelf consists of medium
to coarse sands and shells. Definite layers of we~l
preserved shells are found at many sediment cores. The sea
floor topography and the type of sediments encountered suggest
that currents sweeping the shelf are transporting sediments
11
from the south, which in turn accumulate off the Rio de la
Plata together with suspended sediments which originate in the
river drainage sy.stem.
A great number of submarine canyons (see map on p.22
identified appear to be dissecting the Slope and Rise and
into the oceanic basin.
More than ten canyons were found grouped off the Rio
de la Plata. None of these canyons continues across the
shelf. The submarine topography and sediment types found
in the Rio de la Plata outer estuary and in the Continental
Slope suggest that the axis of discharge of the river
during glacial stages was positioned more to the south than
at present.
Evidence of recent tectonic activity along the margin
is scarce. A fault striking approximately north-south has
been found to the north of the Rio de la Plata, Polonio Fault,
is mapped along more than 60 N.M.
Only two passages for the Antartic Bottom Water are
found both exhibiting depths of SOOO Meters.
Between the massive blocks forming the Rio Grande Rise
complex extends the Rio Grande Abyssal Plain. The level
sea floor lies at 2195 fathoms and its boundaries are
indicated in the physiographic diagram. South of the
Sao Paulo Plateau (2800-3400 M.) and between 29°$ and 32°$
a broad feature locally level, lies at depths ranging
between 3600 and 4200 M. and is named the Lower Plateau.
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Hydrography.--The shelf areas are influenced by two
major currents; in the north the warm Brazil Current, and
off-shoot of the South Equatorial Current turning to the
south and in the south the cold Falkland Current which
carries Antarctic water to the Patagonian-Argentinian Shelf.
The latter can be traced along the coast up to Rio de
Janeiro where it meets the Brazil Current which leaves the
coast and moves southward some distance from the coast. In
this area, a water mass of mixed origin and high fertility
covers the shelfs. At the boundary of the two currents,
eddies and vertical transport of water masses have been
ob$erved. In the open ocean, the northern part is occupied
by the westward flowing South Equatorial Current and South
Subtropical Current; the southern part is characterized by
the Westwind Drift; the central part of the South Atlantic
is an area of little water movement, the South Atlantic Eddy.
At the Subtropical Convergence, which lies in the open ocean
at about 40°5. but bends northward off the Patagonian
Shelf, surface temperature tends to fall rather sharply
by about 4°C. The convergence is not stationary but shows
considerable movements. The highest monthly mean surface
temperature on the Patagonian Shelf in summer ranges frOin
6°C off Tierra del Fuego and Falkland Island to 22°C off Rio
de la Plata. The lowest monthly means in winter range
from c. 3°C to c. 15°C.
The shelf area proper is slightly warmer than the
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surface water in the area of the slope as there is a tongue
of cold water extending northward some distance from the
coast. In the open ocean again water temperatures tend to
be higher.
Along most parts of the Brazilian coast, water
temperatures are high all the year round, with ma~imum
temperatures off the Amazon mouth, where even the lowest
monthly mean is above 27°C. Off Rio de Janeiro monthly
means reach 26°C in summer and 2loC in winter.
The Rio de la Plata
According to recent estimates on sediment discharge
off Rio de la Plata (Ottman and Urien 1966) it ranks tenth
among the major rivers of the world. According to drainage
area it ranks second after the Amazon.
The charts with the distribution of grain sizes on
page ~3 and the Tables give an idea of this river.
Distribution of sand, mud and clay in the Rio de
la Plata mouth can be inferred from the chart of grain
sizes. The figure shows that the finest fractions (62
microns) occupies a zone near the coast which extends
eastward beyond the area mapped.
The sediments finer than 62 microns trend eastward
from the rLver mouth to the vicinity of a trough. This
trough is near the convergence of the Malvinas (Falkland)
and Brazil currents and probably marks the area in which the
14
clays from Rio de la Plata pass to the Ocean Basin.
The discharge of Rio de la Plata depends on tidal and
meteorological conditions. Some authors have shown that
the wind, predominantely from the southeast, plays the major
role in the regime of the river. The tidal circulation of
water follows the arcuate shape of the river mouth, but
owing to the longshore current the motion of the fine fraction
of sediment is toward the north.
The southern coast of the Rio de la Plata (Argentina)
is bordered by lowlands and is lined with swampy coasts
where fi ids of tall coarse grass enclose the shores.
From Cabo San Antonio (on the mouth of the Rio de
la Plata) the Argentine, Atlantic Coast develops fine
sand beaches for an extension of 250 Kilometers of coastline.
After the very important and outstanding seaside
resort Mar del Plata and going to the south the coastal
beaches are interrupted by some Kilometers of cliffs at the
encounter of the Tandil and Ventana hills with the ocean
coast that form the barranca (scarp) zone. q,.2~ sc.efY\a,,)
The seaside resorts of the Argentinian coast are
more concentrated from Cabo San Antonio to Bah{a Blanca that
means the Buenos Aires Province Atlantic shores. Further
south the water temperatures are not very appropriate for
swimming or bathing even in summer (influence of the cold
Malvinas current).
The total length of beaches is probably under 350
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Kilometers and not all may be used by the general public
for bathing or swimming because of difficulties of access.
One of the problems of some of these beaches is the extreme
concentration of people as it happens in Mar del Plata where
one can hardly turn areund.
From Cabo San Antonio (mouth of the Rio de la Plata)
to the south there is an uninterrupted line of beaches with
sand bars but not all the coast has access roads. The well
known ones are San Clemente del Tuyu, Mar de Ajo, Villa
Gesell, and Mar Chiquita before Mar del Plata. To the
south the line of seaside resorts continues down to Bahia
Blanca.
The northern coast of the Rio de la Plata (Uruguayan
side) has in all its extension very wide and plain beaches
covered by white fine grained quartz sands that extends al~
the way along the Atlantic coast into Brazil. The coast of
southern Brazil is rocky and precipitous in the middle part
between Sao Francisco and Tubarao. The alluvial lowland of
southwestern Sao Paulo continues southward to form the
swampy, flat country around Paranagua and Sao Francisco.
(See map on p.25 .) Florianapolis on the western side of
a block mountain which is essentially a part of the Zone of
the Escarpment but which has been separated from the main-
land by the sinking of the coast.
South of Tubarao, and extending into Uruguay almost
to Montevideo, the hilly land of the interior is fringed by
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a wide coastal zone of alternating sand bars and lagoons,
with many sand dunes. The largest of the lagoons are the
Lagoa dos Patos and the Laguna Merin. All this water
passes out to the ocean through an opening in the sand bar
near the port of Rio Grande do SuI.
Several other of these lagoons are found in the
Uruguayan coastal plain, some of them adding an excellent
landscaping element to the oceanic coasts.
The great advantage of the Uruguayan coast is that
its geological conformation has produced a succession of
bays interrupted by rocky piers, thus protecting the sand
from being washed and attenuating the effe,ct of the open
ocean waves.
The access is complete in all the coast and the road
system allows very good connections to most of the beaches
(see map of coastal roads).
The Climate
A reference about the climate in the coastal zone of
Buenos Aires Province is important because it conditions the
touristic migrations of the densely populated areas of the
city of Buenos Aires and surroundings.
The Humid Pampa may be described in general as a
region of mild winters and hot summers. Despite the annual'
frosts--which incidentally, greatly reduce the number of
insect pests as compared with the regions farther north--the
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winters are mild, and deep or long continued snow cover is
absent. The summers are especially hot in the northwest,
but toward the southeast they are cooler. The southeastern
part of the region around Mar del Plata and Tandil are
distinctly cool because of the presence of the cool Malvinas
(Falkland) current.
A comparison of the average temperatures of Buenos
Aires and of cities in the eastern part of the United States
is instructive. Buenos Aires has about the same temperature
in January (73.6°P) as does New York in July (73.5°P). During
the winter the average temperature of the coldest month at
Buenos Aires (July, 48.9 P P) is about the same as that of the
coldest month at Charleston, South Carolina (January 49.8°P).
The city of Montevideo on the other side of the RlO de la
Plata more subject to the influence of the ocean waters has
an average at warmest month of 72°F approximately the same
as the average of the warmest month of Boston and so a
little lower than that of Buenos Aires.
The RlO de la Plata region and the Humid Pampa also
share with. eastern North America the characteristic of
variable weather. Cold air masses (anti-cyclones) from
the south cross the Argentine plains toward the northeast
or north, bringing cool or cold weather and clear skies.
Along their fronts they meet and force up the warm, humid
and relatively light air of tropical origin, thereby
producing clouds and rain. (See the diagrams of air mass
18
movement enclosed. on p 27"
This interaction of air masses is similar to that
which takes place in North America where cold air from
Canada moves southeastward toward the Gulf of Mexico or the
warm Atlantic Ocean, meeting as it advances the more buoyant
air which originates at lower latitudes. Along the front
of advancing cold air masses the light tropical air forms
whirls, which rotate in clockwise direction in South America.
Along the immediate cold front especially violent local up-
currents of warm, moist air produce thunderstorms. During
the passage of these various kinds of air masses the weather
changes from cloudy, warm, muggy, and depressing, to clear,
cool, dry and bracing. The people of this region distinguish
between the "norte" or sUltry north wind, and the pampero,
or invigorating wind which comes across the pampa. These
southern weather changes are a problematic factor for
offshore operations, drilling or even fishing.
About southern Brazil we can say that it partially
shares the effects of these air masses movements. Contrasts
of climate along the coast are not so abrupt as on the
highlands. The climatic conditions in summer show only
minor differences between the Atlantic Port of Santos and the
Rio Grande do SuI port. There are the same gray skies, the
same heavy rainfall, the same high temperatures. The average
temperature of the warmest month at Santos is 77.9 9 F, at
alumenau 75.9°F,at Porto Alegre 76.5°P. But winters are
~ .
•
def~nitely cooler in the South. The coldest month at
Santos averages 66.0°F,at Blumenau 58.3°F, and at Porto
Alegre 56.3°F.
19
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THE FISHING INDUSTRY
General information about the estimated Fish Resources
is necessary to evaluate the importance that the fishing
industry may evolve to acquire if propicious circumstances
~re developed in Argentina and particularly in Uruguay.
Primary Production
(F. A. O.--The Fish Resources of the Ocean--
J. A. Gulland)
There are no summary reviews on primary production of
the area. Some researchers found (Volkoumsky 1966) high
primary production in the Malvinas (Falkland) area (c. 50
mgC/m3/day) similar to those in the South Georgia region.
Primary production decreases if one moves north but
increases again in the estuary of Rio de la Plata (c. 130
3
rngC/m /day, but presumably in a very shallow euphotic zone).
El Sayed (1966) reported higher primary production
off the Argentinian coast than in the Drake Passage and
Weddell Sea. According to Mandelli and Orlando (1966), the
Malvinas Current is amongst the most productive area of the
world oceans and also carries a permanent high phytoplankton
biomass.
From the values obhained, one might estimate that
annual primary production in the Falkland Current is more
28
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than 200 gc/m2 in the central part (about 40-44°5) and less
than half as much in the southern parts.
Fish Stocks and Fisheries
The Fisheries
Brazil
Fishing along the northern and central coast is
mainly pursued by small craft using various types of seine
nets, long-lines and traps. Along the southern coast and
extending well onto the Patagonian Shelf considerable bottom
trawling is done by larger vessels. Sardine, whose catches
fluctuate markedly, croaker (particularly corvina) and
hake (merluza) are the most important species. Total
marine catch in 1968 was reported as 340.000 tons--nearly
three times the reported quantity in 1956. In 1972 Brazil
captured 580.700 metric tons which is the .83 per cent of
the world total. There is a growing fishery for shrimp in
the Amazon region, though the shrimp fisheries off central
and southern Brazil are no longer expanding.
A consequence of lack of planification in the
Brazilian fishing industry was the situation created by
the unlimited expansion of the coastal facilities, fishing
terminals and the size of the fishing fleets in South Brazil
without a careful evaluation of the M. S. Y. in the zone.
At present time there is a surplus of fishing capacity.
This situation became critical after the boundarie~ between
30
Uruguay and Argentina were defined and the Brazilian
vessels had to operate on restricted conditions over the
fishing grounds near the Rio de la Plata.
Uruguay
The fishery is carried out mostly by bottom trawl on
a small but increasing scale. Reported landings in 1967
were some 10,000 tons, mainly various bottom fish hake
(rnerluza), croaker (corvina blanca) and sciaenidae
(percadilla). Reported landings for 1971 were 14.400 tons,
1972--20.600 and 1973, 17.700 tons.
The new governmental policies stressed as a special
national interest the expansions of the fishing industry.
They are expecting to develop for the year 1980 a fishing
potential of 200.000 tons per year with a total of 1500
persons affected to fishing activities.
This lapse is considered as a maximum. The
government is also seeking to obtain financial aid from the
I. B. D. (El Pais Febrero 20 de 1975).
Some modern units are being incorporated recently
to the fishing fleet.. A "National Plan for Fisheries
Development" has been established. The F. A. O. has based
in Montevideo a research and training fishing vessel that
since 1973 is under Uruguayan flag and for an undefined
period is to be under Uruguayan control.
Summary of the Uruguayan legal process with respect
..
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to the fishing industry the regulations and the 1I1imited
entry II system established by the Junta Nacional de Pesca:
Sept. 21, 19l1--A Law establishes a National Service
of fisheries.
Sept. 21, 1945--A very ambitious law creates new
competences for the S. o. Y. P. (Oceanographic and Fisheries
Service) •
Dec. 12, 196B--Binational agreement for fisheries
and preservation of fishing stocks with Brazil.
Dec~ 3, 1969--Decree Exec. Power extending the
territorial sea to the 200 miles.
Dec. 29, 1969--Law on the same items and including
also the Fisheries Regulations, declaring the national
interest in the exploitation, preservation and research of
the sea resources.
Dec. 24, 1970--Decree establishing a National
Commission on Fisheries Development.
Aug. 26, 1971--Decree establishing regulations on the
proceeding law.
Oct. 28, 1971--Decree with additional regulations on
the same law.
Sept. 13, 1973--Decree approving the general proceedings
on the "Fishing Industry Regulations" and accepting a type of
limited entry system.
The important consequences of this process are in
some of the definitions contained in the "National Fishing
32
Policy Act."
1. It is clearly established that any growth on
this industrial sector will be conducted to the outside
market "natural destinatary of this production."
2. Considering the unprotected situation of an
almost completely export oriented industry it is proposed
that a well defined organization and planning process
should follow the development of the Fishing Industry to
the level compatible with the production possibilities of
the Uruguayan coasts.
3. It is well established that the lack of adequate
landing facilities is another constraint to the uncontrolled
development. A parallelism between $ize of the fishing
fleet and growth of facilities is proposed.
4. The preference of exporting elaborated products
is established.
5. Any foreign investment should be oriented so as
to concilliate high yield expectancies with the conservation
of the natural stocks.
6. Foreign loans are available thru this governmental
policy to initiate the construction in national yards of
fishing units.
7. The government also supports the obtention of
foreign loans for the acquisition of fishing units by
national groups.
8. The regulations are established to homogenize the
33
size and capabilities of the different authorized fishing
boats. The number of units is also regulated on the
precedence order of proposals.
As far as Coastal Zone Management, the development of
the fishing industry to the proposed level, even if
conducted thru a very regulated and ordered process may
bring out problems of superimposition over other activities.
Particularly the case of interference with recreational
industry should be considered if land facilities are to be
established in sites different than the Port of Montevideo.
If offshore oil is detected thru the drilling programs that
are going to be run in 1976 the situation may become more
complex (but not impossible to solve).
Argentina
Total marine catch in 196B, 210,000 tons doubled
since 1962. For 1973 total marine catch was 270.135.7
metric tons with a great increase over the 2ll.4l7.7
metric tons in 1972. This has been the highest cipher that
has ever been recordeQ.
Mar del Plata continues to be thee main fishing port
of Argentina with the 80 per cent of the total capture in
the country.
The remaining 20.3% was distributed between the
ports of: Quequen, San Antonio Oeste, Puerto Madryn and
Bahia Blanca.
34
The main capture was based on hakes (rnerluza) with
151.392 metric tons that means an increase of 43.2% over
the year before. Then followed: anchovy with 34.345 m.t.;
other species are the hawkfish, croaker, etc.
The fishing fleet is composed of 110 vessels and
during the year 1972-73 an increment of 24 new units was
registered.
The main part of the catch is taken by trawlers of
various sizes, though there is some 1inening and pair fishing.
Off Argentina, the major winter fishing is for hake
(mer1uza) in the area 35-38°S, In summer, the centre of the
fishery moves southward to 38-42°5. The exploitation of
anchovy is concentrated in late winter and spring in the
Mar del Plata area. A~ soon as mackerel invades the coast
waters, the fishery is directed to the latter only (during
summer, until end March).
The utilization in Argentina of the hawkfish (castaneta)
for fish meal increased greatly up to 1966 (68,000 tons) but
fell to only 4,000 tons in 1968 possibly due to too heavy
fishing (in 1973 it came up to 11.279 metric tons).
Very good catches of salmon de mar (Pinguipes spp.)
are being obtained near Rawson (Patagonia), and possibilities
of further expansion exist. Shrimp catches, particularly of
the langostino have been declining steadily in Argentina.
There are important fisheries for molluscs, especially
mussels (Mytilus spp.) aud seaweeds are also harvested.
35
Commercialization.--The internal consumption of
fishing products, fresh or canned, is about half the pro-
duction. Exportation is still an important part of the
fishing industry development in the country. The amount in
dollars of exports was $14 million.
Other General Data
(Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina)
Statistics
The statistical information available for the entire
coast is not entirely satisfactory. Species breakdown is
given, but sometimes there are obvious inconsistencies from
year to year. The problem is being studied by a working
party of Carpos (The Southwest Atlantic Fisheries Advisory
Committee a subsidiary body of F. A. 0.).
Species
The most important species in terms of abundance are:
Engraulis anchoita - anchovy, anchoita
Clupea fuegensis - Falkland herring
Scornber japonicus rnarplatensis - mackerel
Sardinella aurita - S'ardine
Micropagon spp. - Croaker (corvina)
Merluccius merluccius hubbsi - hake; rnerluza
Micrornesistius australis - poutassou, polaca
Illex sp. - squid
Macruronus magellanicus - long tailed hake, rnerluza de
cola
36
TABLE
ESTIMATES FOR THE POTENTIAL OF BRAZIL
(ANNUAL IN '000 TONS)
Area Demersal Pelagic
SON - 2°5 250 250
2°5 - 13°5 5·0 50
13'oS
- 23°5 100 100
23°5 - 29°5 100 200
29°5 - 33°S 125
300
33°5 34°5 200
Total 825 1,000
Uruguay - Argentina (Estimates of Potential)
The shelf area of open sea from 35°5 (Rocha--Uruguay)
to 40°8 includes the rich fishing grounds of Mar del Plata
and Bahia Blanco. Some figures for Cabo San Antonio area
2
show an abundance of 14 tons/km •
Schmidt's average for the total shelf to 35°-41°8 is
20 tons/km2 in winter. The main species is hake, of which
one expedition caught up to 20 tons/hour. In 1967 there
was intense fishing by U.S.S.R. with a jump to 650,000 tons.
Some confirmation of a high standing stock and potential is
provided by the fact that the se large catches of 1967 do not
seem to have had any drastic effect on the catch per unit of
the regular fleet. The estimate potential for the zone is
37
1.2 million tons approximately.
Further south the stocks are virtually unexploited.
TABLE
BIOMASS AND ESTIMATED POTENTIAL YIELDS
OF DEMERSAL FISH ON THE ARGENTINIAN-
URUGUAYAN SHELF
S.Lat. Width Shelf Area Average Biomass Potential
of (1000 km2 ) Catch/hr. (1000 (' 00 a
Shelf tons) tons)
(kID)
35-41 300 230 2.3 3,960 1,200
41-45 400 175 0.5 750 150
45-51 500 330 0.8 2,270 450
51-54 700 230 1.6 3,170 EiSO
54-55 300 35 0.2 60 10
Total 1,000 10,130 2,460
Allowing for other species, a very rough estimate for
the potential of pelagic fish south of 32°S is 4 million
tons.
Indications of Unexploited Stocks
Myctophids were found in large abundapce over the
slope in the area 32°-36°8. A single haul of a pelagic
trawl was reported as yielding 12 tons.
Squid has a similar distribution to hake, which feeds
intensively on squid. The major concentrations of squid do
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not seem to reach as far to the south as hake does. Highest
echo abundances and catches were found off Rio de 1a Plata
and Mar del Plata both on the shelf and the slope.
Too little is known about myctophids and squid to put
any figures, but they likely reach at least some hundreds
of thousands of tons.
Summa~y of estimates for potential annual catches
(1000 tons) :
(a) Demersal
Brazil various 825
Argentina-Uruguay
(b) Pelagic
Brazil
Argentina-Uruguay
hake
poutassou
various
various
anchovy
herring
various
1,500
1,000
500
750
1,250
500
3,000
2,500
. ,
• •
THE OIL INDUSTRY
The three coastal countries: Brazil, Uruguay, and
Argentina, that share the Eastern Atlantic Margin of South
America are heavily dependent on oil imports and they seem
to have no alternative in the short term but to explore
and develop offshore oil-gas resources. Also, according to
different experts offshore oil is the greatest potential
available and in a case like Uruguay the only possible
source of oil-gas.
The oil price increases have worsened the income
distribution between Third World countries, to the particular
detriment of countries like Uruguay whose weak economical
situation over the previous years was already of very
serious concern. Brazil stands out as having the most
massive increase in oil costs of any developing country
($1,100 million) but enjoys fast-growing exports of manufactures
with substantial reserves and plenty of scope for outside
borrowing, at least in 1974.
Argentina with a quite developed onshore oil pro-
duction is consuming more oil than it produces, and the
statistical data show that this situation will be worsened.
It can be estimated for 1980 in ten times the 1972 oil
imports which were $55 million dollars. See Table
39
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Argentina almost 90 per cent self sufficient in the
past but with decreasing inland reservoirs was importing in
1974 almost two million tons of crude.
Brazil with 180.000 bid of domestic production has
to cover its 1974, BOO.OOO bid consumption, and finally
Uruguay depends 100 per cent on imports to provide its
domestic oil demands that amount to three million tons per
year. (See Tables ) .
According to pUblic reports, technical and economical
pUblications, the three countries are considering seriously
all the possibilities available to define the existence of
major offshore oil fields.
The offshore oil research in these countries has gone
thru different periods which shows the evolution of the
continued interest in research of oil/gas potential. The
first efforts can be traced as far as 1957 and 1961 and
were cDnducted in joint operations by the Lamont Geological
Observatory and the Argentinian Navy. Brazil's State Oil
Company Petrobras began to explore its continental shelf
after the 60's when the disencouraging results in the Amazon
Basin began to slow down the volume of onshore activities.
All this composed exploration and research geophysical
surveys conducted to define the existence of at least
twenty sedimentary basins in the Atlantic margin of South
America. Some of them a prolongation of onshore basins,
some other, isolated offshore events. (See map of
sedimentary basins, p. ).
TABLE
OIL IMPORTS 1972-1980 $ MILLION
Actual 1980 Projected
Countries 1972 1973 1974 Low Medium High
Argentina 55 40 80 430 520 605
Brazil 425 540 1.425 2,925 3,530 4,150
Uruguay 40 60 160 285 345 405
Source: World Bank estimates, January 1974.
TABLE
INCREMENTAL OIL I~PORT EXPENDITURES DUE TO
EFFECT OF PRICE INCREASE SINCE 1970
$ MILLION
Actual 1980 Projected
Countries 1972 1973 1974 Low Medium High
Argentina 11 15 60 335 425 515
Brazil 96 222 1,085 2,360 2,965 3,585
Uruguay 9 25 120 230 290 350
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TABLE
Economic
Indicators
Increase in
Oil Bills
1973/74
Aid
Receipts
1972
( 1.) (2) (3 ) (4 ) ( 5) (6) (7) (8)
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Their importance as big oil producers has not yet
been demonstrated for most of these basins. The country
that has been conducting a voluminous exploration effort is
Brazil. The expenditures of these operations may amount
to hundreds or even some billions of dollars and only
recently the results are beginning to prove the expectancies.
In the Brazilian margin we can find fourteen
sedimentary basins. The exploration effort has been intense
and conducted by the state oil company Petrobras. Sergipe-
A~agoas and ReGoncavo are already producing oil. Last year
a very important discovery was announced by Petrobras in
the offshore basin of Campos. In addition to the importance
of the reported discovery the advantage of being near to the
43
consuming centers like Rio de Janeiro is obvious.
The domestic production is expected to be raised
within the next three years to 500.000 bid.
Intentions of the Brazilian government to open its
offshore areas to exploration and exploration by international
companies were published during 1974 but possibly the
Campos oil finding will reasure the position of domestic
exploration.
Argentina
The Argentinian continental margin includes seven
well defined sedimentary basins in its shel£. (See map p. ).
These basins attain all more than 6000 meters of sediment
thickness but only one is productive proved (Folfo de
San Jorge). The two other that have been explored under
the regulations of the Energy Law (Ley de Hidrocarbons -
1967) are Salado and Colorado. The great interest on these
basins layed on the proximity to the highly industrialized
region of Buenos Aires. The exploration effort that
included in addition to seismic works, some drilling has
shown no evidence of petroleum potential.
Argentina is now increasing its activity in seismic
explorations thru the state oil company Y. ·P. F. Some
offshore drilling contracts have been negotiated and a
slight optimism pushes offshore operations to a continuous
but slow build-up.
The possibilities of finding major oil fields in the
34
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continental shelf facing the Rio de la Plata's mouth cannot
be ignored, several geological considerations support this
assumption.
CHART III
ARGENTINAS OFFSHORE BASINS
Basin Geological Thickness of Depositional Petroleum
Age Sedimentary Environment Possi-
Coverage bilities
Salado Early 6000 M. Marine- Good to
Cretaceous Continental Fair
Shelf
Colorado Early 6500 M. Early Lake Fair to
Cretaceous and River Good
followed by
Marine
Continental
Shelf
s. Jorge Early Lagunar - Proved
Cretaceous 6500 M. followed by
Continental
Wetlands
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Uruguay
The offshore oil interest was developed early after
certainty of negative results on the onshore areas was
attained in 1958. (See map of coast and continen~al shelf
p. 50.) Almost coincidentally by 1958 the first geophysical
works in the Argentinian and part of the Uruguayan margin
were being conducted by the Lamont Institute and the
Argentinian Navy. In 1967 after offshore areas were leased
by the Argentines the Uruguayan government and its agencies
like the State oil company ANCAP became ready to introduce
in the offshore activities.
From 1968 on, there is a continuous policy that has
gone thru the several stages of the evaluation of the
offshore oil possibilities and looks forward to the exploita-
tion.
The State oil company of Uruguay ANCAP controlled the
geophysical surveys that under contract were carried out by
foreign contractors. This process allowed a primary
evaluation of the offshore basins. Detecting the presence
of part of the Pelotas Basin that comes from Brazil into
Uruguay and other sedimentary enclosures of very interesting
thickness.
After this process was finished, two important problems
were to be solved, the definition of international boundaries
with Argentina in the continental margin and the develop-
ment of an appropriate legal framework to facilitate the
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operations of any foreign company that may become inte~ested
in the further exploration and eventual exploitation of
oil-gas in the Uruguayan Shelf.
These legal and administrative conditions were in
force before the end of 1973. (See Appendix, p. Key dates
on Uruguay's 200 miles Territorial Sea claim.)
During 1974 the Government of Uruguay made an inter-
national call for companies interested in the exploration-
exploitation of the offshore areas.
At this moment Chevron oil Company is negotiating
the final terms of the first agreement to be signed with the
Uruguayan government to drill on the shelf. This agreement
will surely be signed before the end of 1975.
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Human Environment Brazil
Southern Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina are quite
comparable in the ethnic composition of their populations.
The first is characteri~ed by the well developed
German and North Italian settlements (first group~ were in
the region as far as 1822) combined with Portuguese
descendents and near San Pablo of big Japanese colonies.
The European colonists are credited in this part of Brazil
with the creation of the spark of energy that produced the
extraordinary development of the South. It is common to
hear that the South is the engine that is pulling all Brazil,
which reflects the extraordinary industrial development of
this part of the country and as a consequence the
expansion to all Brazil.
Part of the actual economical prosperity was induced
by a well planned effort. of the, government. As ,a result
Brazil is pUlling out itself to become one of the powerful
nations of the world. The population is still increasing
with a high birth rate and there are still big differences
between the standard of life that an educated person attains
with respect to that accessible to the uneducated and
untrained people. The first group maybe 40 per cent of
Brazil's 110 million population ateains an economical
standard which can be comparable to the U. S. There is a
strong effort to incorporate the rest of the population to
the first level, especially thru educational programs.
Cities over 1.000,000 0
(figures indicate population
to nearest million)
.~
Peop/~ pet square mile
Over 125
50 - 125
25 - 50
5 - 25
Und~r5
Cities 500.000 -1.000,000
1000
!
..
8~
I
I
o
1000 MIs.
I
I
500 Kms.
5~
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As far as our problems of Coastal Zone Management
we can see that the situation becomes more complicated
because of possible social contrasts, anyway we have a
rich and active Brazilian population that demands increasingly
the use of the coast as a recreational place. The intensity
of this trend is easily detected by the latest statistics on
the use of the coast. We are not going to insist on the
Brazi~ian coastal problem where areas lik,e the Guanabara Bay
(Rio de Janeiro1s location) demands the highest skills to
solve its problems. The land values in this city may be
ranked in the first places of the world and the combination
of a big population with extraordinary aesthetical values
and strong industrialization may give the summary of the
situation.
What is important in this study is to point out that
the high economical level, the newly established communications
system, the powerful motor cars industry are all factors that
incide to generate a strong migratory touristic current that
in the summer tends to avoid the hot weather going to the
South. That means an additional interest in the recreational
use of the Uruguayan coasts coming from the Brazilian
touristic currents. This situation is well established now
and in some way the Brazilian touristic current is competing
with the traditional ~rgentinian tourism as seasonal
visitors of the Uruguayan coastal summer resorts.
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Argentina
The Argentine and Uruguayan people are in overwhelming
majority of unmixed European descent. In the Humid Pampa
the population is exclusively European, and made up mostly
of families arrived since 1853.
The Argentine territory was originally settled from
the North (Peru) and from Paraguay but after the rapid
increase of newly European inmigration (after 1850), the
spread of railroads and agriculture, the growth of Buenos
Aires had the effect of creating a new and different kind of
population. An economical reorientation took place and
all the regions came into the influence of Buenos Aires
which became the focus of everything Argentine.
The degree to which the Argentine national life is
concentrated in the immediate hinterland of Buenos Aires is
extraordinary, especially when we understand that this
concentration is a product of the last century. Buenos Aires
itself is not only the largest city of Argentina and the
largest city in Latin America, but also it is the bigest
urban center of the Southern Hemisphere, and second only
to Paris among the latin cities of the world.
The Humid Pampa makes up about 22 per cent of the
total area of Argentina; yet in this region there are some
sixteen million people, about 65 per cent of all the Argen-
tines. In this region are nearly 70 per cent of all the
railroads and 84 per cent of all the industrial production
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and as some economists figure it the 82 per cent of the
productive capacity of Argentina.
This situation is very significative with respect
to the recreational and touristic activities that a nucleous
of people like this will generate. Particularly when, as
we already saw the amount of Atlantic shoreline available
in the Buenos Aires Province is quite limited. Another
geographical circumstance contributing to generate more
tourism from the inland parts of the Humid Pampa, from
cities like Rosamo (one million), Santa Fe (500,000) and
Cordoba (one million) is that the distance to the ocean
is much shorter going to Uruguay. Particularly from 1975
on, when the first two international bridges over the Rio
Uruguay will be finished this touristic current will be
surely more assured. We should remember that Argentina
from the latitude of Buenos Aires (34°8) to its northern
border with Bolivia (22°5) is composed of landlocked
territories.
:uruguay
PopulatiQn
The composition of the population is similar to that
of Argentina. In and around Montevideo the inhabitants
are of pure European descent. They carne in large proporation
from Italy and Spain but many other European nationalities
are represented. In the outlying parts of the country
there are enough people with some Indian ancestor or black
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ancestor to give the mestizo group in the total population
a proportion of the six per cent. There are no pure Indians.
The one cluster of people is centered around
Montevideo, a city of more than a million in a country
with a total population under three million.
There is a certain industrial development along the
Rio Uruguay with cities that do not arrive to have 100.000
people.
The city of Montevideo performs the functions of
government, of commerce, and of manufacturing industry.
It is also important as a fishing port and as one of South
America's major resort centers. Largely patronized by
Argentines and easily reached from Buenos Aires by an
overnight boat trip or by airplane.
The hotels and casinos of Montevideo are well known
and they bring in a substantial income in foreign currency
to Uruguay.
The rate and growth for the Uruguayan population is
the lowest in all Latin America, the last evaluation done
during 1975 gave a number of 2,764,000 inhabitants with
almost half of them gathered around the capital city.
This situation has conducted the government to
analyze the possibility of stimulating selected inmigration.
The last census in 1962 gave a total Uruguay population of
2,596,000 which means 0.5 per cent per annum of growth. The
death rate is of 9 per thousand. Possibly the birth rate is
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higher. Due to the last years emigration of a great number
of citizens that left seeking to maintain their standard
of Life in countries like Canada, U. S., Australia, the
total population might have lost more than 300.000 which
will place the birth rate in 1.5 per annum.
As far as education it shares with Argentina the
first places in Latin America in the proportion of people
that can read and write.
General Economical Pattern of Uruguay
It is our purpose to analyze with some extension the
possible impacts of an offshore oil development on the
Uruguayan coast. For that reason additional elements are
given here about the economical, industrial, legal and
political framework of this country •
. The Industrial Development
Most of the manufacturing industry is located in
Montevideo so in the Southern part of the country.
The difficulties that face the industry in Uruguay
are the usual when the domestic market is too small to
support a large-scale, low cost manufacturing unit.
The relatively high standard of living enjoyed ~n
and around Montevideo is closely ralated to the earnings
from pastoral and agricultural exports; which means a great
dependence on external trade. Successive -governments have
encouraged the development of domestic industry by means of
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protective tariffs, import controls, exemptions of machinery
from import duties, and preferential exchange rates. But
as there are no known local source's of petroleum and coal,
and no heavy industries, Uruguay is obliged to import all
of its fuel and most of its industrial raw materials and
industrial machinery.
These essential supplies have to be paid for with
the produce of the ranches and farms and incomes derived
from touristic industry.
Efforts are conduced to stimulate other exports but
this is only a primary phase.
Pastoral farming is still Uruguay's most important
economic activity. Wool and beef are its chief products
and the source of about three fourths of its total
earnings in foreign currency.
Energy Resources
The low rolling countryside of Uruguay is not generally
suited to hydroelectric development. The whole country is
supplied of electric power in part by oil burning power
plants and by two hydroelectric stations on the Rio Negro,
150 miles away from Montevideo. A third dam is under
construction on this river (Palmar) and expected to be
producing energy in 1978. This dam is projected for a total
output of 300 M. W. and the cost is estimated in 406 million
dollars payable in part in long term foreign loans. An
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international hydroelectric project is under construction
on the Rio Uruguay in joint efforts with Argentina.
This darn will s~art generating energy the last months of
1979 and will be in full production by the end of 1980. The
total power output is in the order of 1620 M. W. This is
the first international project of this type in South America.
The corepletion of these two projects will permit
Uruguay to dispose surplus electrical energy to be used in
new industrial projects. (See Appendix, p.
Nuclear Energy
A National Commission on Atomic Energy is handling
the research of radioactive minerals.
The program has been carried on since two years ago
and has reported some interesting findings.
There is no part~cular study on possible Nuclear
Power Plants for Uruguay.
Fossil Fuels
The evaluation of the oil shale potential is being
carried on now by the state owned oil company. Several
programs of oil exploration onshore were carried out in the
past with negative results.
A re-examination of a little sedimentary basin in the
nearby of Montevideo is under execution during the rest of
1975 and con~ists on runing 600 Krn, of seismic lines.
The expectancies of finding oil are very low.
· ~
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF POTENTIAL OIL AND GAS
DEVELOPMENT ON THE RIO DE LA PLATA
CONTINENTAL MARGIN (URUGUAY)
General Conditions
Most of the relevant conditions about the possible
oil-gas deposits on the continental margin are unknown or
highly variable; even the possible amount of oil and gas is
unknown.
But the large amount of data on past ~ffects of
Offshore petroleum developments in many other parts of the
world may be very helpful.
Studies on the effects of oil on marine life and
shorelines have been made, both in laboratories or after
accidents.
As we already saw, the importance of the Uruguayan
coast as far as recreational purposes is quite outstanding,
not only for the country but for the region. The type of
conditions that the combination of a big estuary like
Rio de la Plata interacting with the ocean produces tend
to be quite unique. The regional avai~ability of shoreline
with conditions favorable to summer bathing and seaside
recreation that combine the qualities of this coast are
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uncommon. The special biological conditions have favored
the existence, in an island near the Uruguayan coast, of one
of the largest sea lion colonies in the world, probably
attrac~ed by the richness of the marine life in the
surrounding waters.
All these circumstances incite to be more cautious
On the prevention of the effects of an oil spill and even
to set appropriate regulations for the offshore drilling
operations.
Logistic Problems
It is important to have in mind that the cero volume
of offshore drilling operations in the region is a negative
factor as far as security.
By one side there are no locally based enterprises
with experience or availability of materials to deal with a
sudden and unexpected situation; this acts as a limitative
element of the security margin.
As an example it should be remembered that even in
California one of the initial causes of Santa Barbara's
accident was the lack of high density benthonitic mud on
board the drilling rig.
By the other side even when regulations can be set
up following standards of other places, the unawareness of
the real danger may conduce to negligent actions. by the
inspectors that may be designed by the authoriti·es.
I -
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There will always be a great communication gap
between the operator and the local authorities; the last
ones will never be sure to what extent they can be more
severe with the contractors. The situation of total energy
dependency of the country reduces the strength of any
national standpoint and favors that of the contractor.
As far as it is known today, drilling operations by
Chevron may begin in the first months of 1976 on the
selected sites of the Uruguayan continental margin. These
sites are all in the block Number One (see map of Uruguayan
Shelf, p. 5 0) and near to the mouth of the Rio de la Plata.
Distance from the coast is in the order of 50 to 90 miles.
This gives a certain margin to control any spill but it
should always be kept in mind that the region has no
equipment available for prevention.
It is true that from an operational viewpoint the
first drillings have only pioneer character and hardly will
present a risk.
Studies on Spills Prevention
The attitude of local decision makers towards this
type of problem goes from unawareness of the possible
consequences to the position of setting up-rules and
regulations that may not be applicable to the local problems
because they are a copy of a set of regulations of other zones.
The fundamental problem lies in how to adopt the
regulations. This process requizes being backed-up by
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some experience and the scientific support to assure the
controls and conduct the necessary research.
The local resources to analyze the problem may
partially exist if one can combine them. GaEher the data
from the different sources, and produce more information on
circulatory patterns over the estuary and oceanic front.
Try to develop models including all the data available,
winds, tides, etc. and define with more precision the
possible effects, and if there is any zone that should be
restricted in its uses. And then play with the different
sizes of oil fields, number of wells, productivity,
oil qualities, types of exploitation J etc. Some people will
think that maybe it is too early to be worried about these
effects when we don't even know if there is oil yet.
But the present situation indicates strongly the
necessity of carrying out the study of the circulatory
patterns of the Rio de la Plata Estuary. Frequently many
of the best Uruguayan beaches show the presence of oil
contaminants in the sand and water. This means that the
problem exists already. Some reports consider this oil is
released from the tankers cleaning operations, other sources
indicate the big refineries near the city of La Plata on the
Argentinian margin of the Rio de la Plata. There is even
a slight possibility that this oil may be partially the
result of natural sweeps.
The effort to det-ect the sources of these oil
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contaminants must be carried out without delay with the
additional advantage of creating a c~rtain knowledge of
major circulation problems will help to set rules for the
offshore oil operations.
The almost certain installation of a single buoy
deepwater oil unloading terminal to be located 15 miles to
the north of the well known seaside resort of Punta del
Este means an additional element to consider the need of
setting preventive plans in the case of oil spills.
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Review of Uruguay's Coastal
Management Case
Uruguay as a country is going thru an intense
reorientation process trying to find actively new bases fOT
its economy. This process includes a well defined trend
towards the more intense use of the marine environment and
the coastal zone.
This governmental policy conducted to the achievement
of international goals and to generate multiple projects
concerning the use of the Coastal Zone directly or indirectly.
As a reference the following list is given: "The Rio
de la Plata Treaty" signed in Nov. 1973 with Argentina, the
extension of the Territorial Sea to 200 miles limit (1969);
the development of the "Fishing Industry Act" which
recognizes the ex~ansion of the national fishing fleet and
the landing facilities; the "Offshore Oil Exploration Policy"
establishing the legal principles that will make possible
the final explanation and exploitation of the oil-gas
resources of the shelf; the installation of an unloading
deepwater oil terminali the studies for the feasibility of
the installation of a superport in the Atlantic Coast near
the Brazilian boundary; the integral project with Brazil to
remodel the zone of the great lagoons in the eastern coast
(Proyecto Laguna Merim); Studies on the readaptation of the
Port of Montevideo to the new trends on the sea transportation
systems; the continued policy to increase the international
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touristic currents to the Uruguayan coastal resorts (This
will demand the creation of supporting facilities like new
hotels and other installations.); exploitation of the sands
of some beaches that show a very high content of titanium,
zirconium, illmenite, etc.; and some other projects may be
proposed in a short time due to the exemptions the government
is offering.
When we go thru this list of projects we should keep
in mind that they are proposed for a shoreline extension of
200 miles (350 Kilometers). It is easy to imagine that
many conflicts between the different uses of the coast will
be created, specially when we consider that there is still
no skilled personnel in Marine Affairs.
Bases for a Comparison of the
East Coast of South America Case
with New England and Scotland
Case
----
There is a reasonable similarity between the situation
we are analyzing and the New England and Scotland's case.
The differences lay more in the possible lower volume of
the oil exploitation and other variations that we can
qualify as degrees of intensity in the uses of the coastal
zone.
This assumption makes it possible to go further on
the research of comparable conditions and try to develop a
standard base to refer any similar situation.
One element that may devirtuate the comparison is
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Conclusions
Because it is a very new phenomenon there are no
well defined criterias on "Coastal Zone Management" at the
level of government decision makers in almost all South
America.
Helping to establish a rationality is in the benefit
of the entire world because we can no longer consider the
development of independent units with no connections with
the rest of the global system.
The need of setting uniform criterias with well
established scientific support and at the same time
coordinate the efforts of the different countries in cornmon
patterns seems obvious. The op?ortunity seems to be now
when still there are no discrepancies and no rules defined.
Reconunendations
The recommendation will be then to establish a
regional center fer Marine Affairs and Coastal Zone Manage-
ment in the East Coast of South America. This will have
the responsibility of advising the governments and coordinat-
ing the efforts and regulations for all the region.
Keeping a good connection with the well advanced centers for
Marine Affairs in the U. S. and Europe and also a constant
relation with international organizations like the U. N.
Ocean Resources ar.d Economics Bureau.
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APPENDIX A
URUGUAyrS 200 MILES TERRITORIAL SEA CLAIM
KEY DATES IN THE LEGAL PROCESS
Geneva Convention
Bilateral Declaration - Argentina-Uruguay
Convention on the "External Limit of the Rio
de la Plata.
1963 Feb. 21 Decree on "Territorial Sea" 6 miles width plus
6 miles of contiguous zone with exclusive
fisheries rights.
1966 Aug. Decree - Establishing Nat. Commission in
Oceanography.
1966 Dec. Argentina's Law 17.094 extends sovereignty to
200 miles + seafloor + resources under seafloor -
200 metres depth or technically possible depth
(No interferonce to freedom of navigation and
overflight.)
1968 March Message of Uruguay's Executive Power to the
Parliament asking for approval of Geneva
Convention 1958.
1968 August Effective commitment of the national Commission
on Oceanography.
1969 May Extension of the Uruguayan Territorial Sea
to 12 miles and exclusive fisheries rights
extended up to the external limit of the Shelf.
1969 May
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Joint declaration of the Govts. of Brazi~
and Uruguay concerning maritime boundaries of
both countries.
1969 June to Sea Resources and Fisheries Law on Parliamentary
Nov.
discussion - Considering a 12 miles Territorial
Sea ~lus exclusive fisheries rights extended
to 200 miles.
1969 Dec.
1969 Dec. 3
U. S. and U.S.S.R. motion in the U. N. to
freeze further expansions of C. state claims.
Decree - Uruguay extends Territorial Sea to
200 miles innocent passage within first 12
miles - freedom of navig. and overflight for
the rest. Exclusive fisheries within first
12 miles. From 12 to 200 miles authorized
foreign fishing vessels and national Exploration
and Exploitation of Natural Resources under
national sov'. within 200 miles.
1969 Dec. 29 Law 13833 - essentially similar to former
decree. Known as "Natural Resources and
Fisheries Law."
1972 July 21 Joint Declaration of Brazilian and Uruguayan
governments defining and approving maritime
boundaries.
1973 Nov. 19 "Rio de la Plata Treaty" Between Argentina
and Uruguay - Defining Boundaries in the river
and Oceanic front and common policy of both
countries.
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APPEND7:X
ON the 10th. Odober 1974, the Executive passed aDecree through whie:h the law of Foreign Investmenkwas standardized. The text of soid low was published
in the 4th. iuue of this publication. Considering that ihe above
> mentioned Decree moy be of interest to persons and or
institutions we are publishing now ifs contents.
CH,\PTER. 1
FOREIGS INVESTORS AND FOREIG:S INVESTMENTS
ARTICLE 1. - To the eHects of the application o'! the Law
being re,ulated. It will be underslOod by foreign In\'estm~nt !'U
captlal coming from abroad. wlth the right of transfeEmg ,ts
value, as well as its utilities.
The foreign funds may "dopt any given form such as: currency.
machine, patents. technical procp,;ses. trade marks or other fonns
that ace consld~red Of interesl by the Administration.
ARTICLE 2. - The right of transference mentioned above inclU-
des the foreign capittlJ. whatever be Its share within the company.
ARTICLE 3. - Only the physic:l1 or judicial persons domiciled
abroad, may be owners of the rIghts :md dulles emerging from
the Law that Is beiR!,: regulated. By domicile it is understood,
the residence. or presumed. of the willing of permanence there
(Art. 24 and falloWing of the Civil Code) or. in its case, the place
"':here tne merch3nt has his main establishment (Code at Com-
mel·ce. Art. 4Q).
CH.oU"rER 2
ARTICLE 4. - The subjects to Which Art. 3 refers to should
apply for the authorization of placing f,oreign investments before
the Mintstry of Economy and Fln.mces.
ARTICLE 5. - It competes to the Executive Branch to approve
In each case the forei/(n investments in all areas related to the
sod.. l and ,"conom,ic' development, provided its application is com-
patible with the national interest. The Mi:i1istry of Economy and
Finances m~y authorize di~ectly, in exercise of delegated functions,
those investments in ;>~eas already decl.lred of nallon;>1 interest.
and that do \lot surpass 100.000.0 U.S. dollars or when it concerns
compUrnentary inveslments not fore£een in the Radicatlon Contract.
In spite 01 the established In the above mentioned expressed and
fundamelltal authorization from tht: Executive. acting In Council
of Ministers. will be required for foreign Investments that lire
destined 10 the following activities; electricity, hydrocarborous. b:lsic
petrochemicals. atomic energy. exploitation of stralegic minerals,
agriculture, meat In';us!.ry. finonCl1l1 intermediation. railroads, pres!!,
television and those submitted by 1:Iw to state control. The Ex~utive
may. by founded resolution and :lctlng in Council at Ministers.
extend the preceecting- enumeration When the circumstances sO
warrant it.
ARTICLE 6. - The authori%lltion to whic~ the previous article
refer'S will necessarily be preceeded by the verdict emanatinll: from
an Assesment Unit. that functions within the orbit of the l\1inistry
of Economy and Finance. It will be made up of the following
permanent members: two members from the Commission ot Pro-
gramm;n!l' und Bud",et. one of whicn will preside, it a delell:ate from
the Ministry of Defense. designated througa tae proposal of 14e
Chief of Stall: II dele!:'ate f~om l~e Uruguay"n Central Bank and
a delegate from the Chamber of Commerce. The Asseslmen! Unit
may require of Ihe Ministries as competent organisms. or In its
cas", to the Chamber of Incustries. to designate a representative
with the purpose of collal.Joratinll: with it ill matters pertaining to
both. Its recommendation will be forwarded to the Ministry of
Economy and Yinances Within a maximum term of 30day, to Q~
counted as of U'le fi"st day of the fUling of the request of invest-
ment In proper form.
ARTICLE 7. - The Assestment Unit will be charged with the
tesponsability of advising the Execulivi; of the "uthoriza1ion of the
foreign investments that meet the present re1:'ulations. For It, it
Is. endowe<1 wilh faculty of nel(otiatinJ( with the proponents tIle
conditions of the contract. oetermination 01 the "alue of the cllpit.al
and contributions. (IS w ... lI as the lorm of withdraw:l!. To d<:tennlne
if the foreign inveslment Is compat,ple with the natiOnal interest.
the Assestmcnt Unit will take into consid..r~ti()n the crit<:ria and
cl\<Ira'cteristic,; of me investment and its adjuslment to the basH::
obiectlves outlined in the Natio;,al Economic ;:Ind Social Develop-
ment Plar..
'Vlthin II period of GO days from lis desl~natio,n the Assesm ... nt
Unit must P:lS~ to Ihe Ministry of Economy "nd Finances the
technict\l llnd economic criteria fat the evaluallon of proposed
foreign investments.
ARTICLE B. - The ·Ministry of Economy and Finances will
present fo the Executive the project submitted by the forei::n
Investors as well as its recommendations cited in Aniele 6.
The Executive. or in its effecl, the Mintstery of Economy Olnd
Finance in exercise of dele~;lted functlon.s. may lluthorizl! or notth~ petition of forei>:n investment ".nd. wlU likeWise. fiX the
conditions of the contract and the penod w'lh<n WhIch It may be
subscribed to. In representat,ion of the State wlll :lct the Minister
of Economy and. FInances or whom he m3Y appoint.
ARTICLE 9. - The ri~hts niforded by the law bC'itlf( regu!.:lted
are 3ccum:.alaled with those e,tabl:sned in L:l\v 14.1;·~ of the 2nd
~rarcn 15':4 (Induslrl~I Promotion). '
To the ef!"cl~. if the f!)"cilln in,'estor con.side~s it convenient
10 seek the benefits establi.ihec! in the Law of Industrial Promotions.
he should so manut'st it explicitly in the opportunit>· referred to
in Article 4 o( these Regula:ions. In Which cas/!. the A,,,estment
Unit that is established by Article 6 of this Decr"e. should seek
djtecUy the opinion of ,the Assesrnent Unit ciled in Article 2 or
the Law 14,178 already mentioned.
The resolullon 01 the Executive authorizing the loreign lJ\\'est-
ment will al30 pronounce. its"l( on the approval or not ot the
~romo.tional benefits sought after. In th~ case th'" thc 'f()rei~n
Investor h;ld not made the explicit m.ani!e~tation to which. the
second section of this article rcf"fs. he may, once U\e Contoct
or Rmiic:ltion lIllS be~n signed. P.r~sent directly he(ore th~ :Mlnistry
ot Industry and Energy a petition 10 obtam the corresponc!ing
promotional benellts.
ARTICLE 10. - Once Ihe Contrnct of Radication i:; slgn·ed. the
Uruguayan Central BanI< may procede to register ti,,, authorized
10relKIl ~n'lestment in a speciol RegIster to be. kept. Prevlously
the foreIgn Investor must certIfy before the l;ruguayan Cen:ral
Bank his compliance with the ,introcuction at capit~l from al.Jroad
Whatever b<! Its form nnd d:lte. Beside•. the resull. of lhe inv"st~
menl. must be registered alon<:, WIth the remitt,mc.. e£iectul1te<.l .
. AU the. registrations must be made In the currency 0(' origin
stIpulated m the Con:racl 01 natHc;> tion.
ARTICLE It. ~ AU modifications of the conditions ~Illd {>bll-
gallons canIractually assumed. llS well l1s the closing 01 lh.. Cont~"ct
ot Radication in lava,: of an~lher foreign investor, will require
the same proc"Us for Its grantlhg.
ARTICLE 12. - The Ministry of Econnmy and Fjn;lnce~ wlll
proceed ·to the control of the rn~tjng of the assumed obliRation:o
of ~e foreign Investors in the re,pective contract. For it. 11 may
rel,lull'e from th.. competent orj1:lnlsms the correspondt}lg informat-
Ion and the necesnry proceedings.
CIIAPTER 3
REi.\UTTA:SCES OF UTILITIES AND THE
TR~~SFERENCES OF CAPITAtS
ARTICU 13. - By the authorization of the, foreign inveslment
the State guarantee'J the remittance of the proIits and the trans-
ference of funds in the propurtions and conditions .. greed to
contractually.
ARTICLE 14. - Th~ Uruguayan Central Bank may not Hmit
the t'Jgbt of, tbe foreign lnvesto~s to remit their utlliti<!s 01' caPitals.
and is obhged to guarantee 10 all cases its convertibility llnd
transferabUity.
~n cas~ that administrative disposittons do not permit the
lore,gn .Investal' free ac~"ss to the financial market with the object
of obtauung the necessary currency exchange that will pennit him
the remittance of his, funds or pr<?lils. the Un.:gUaY;ln Central Bank
guarantees the 0btalnance. of said currency. III Whick! case. th~
curren<;;.o: ,exchange rate wIll. pe that corre~ponding to the close oi
the utilItles obtention. prOVIded they are bous:nt within a time
lapse of 60 day·s and t~e provision of funds is nl;l.de in nalion'll
currency. Beyond that tune perIOd, the exchan/(e rate will be that
of the date the remittance i~ asked. and Which should be accom-
pan,ed by the corresponding funds in local currency. The exchun~e
rate WIll correspond to that of seller In the financi,,\ Operations
market.
A;R'TlqU l~. - The foreign investor to eI!ectuate the corres-
ponding exchange oPeratio,:\ to the interior should notify the
!Jruguayan Central Bank. Wlth the tlme lapse by it. the notice ot
,"I,entlOn to do so. wlth a sworn copy o( Fund Gains Taxes cer-
tIfIed by the General TAxes OHice.
. ARTICLE 16,. - The Invested c;lpital may not be relrleved
pTlOr to lhe paso;mg of the 3rdi. year from the date of the Cori\ract
of Radlcation. and. In Its effect. until the passing of one year from
the last capitaHzation of the profits. ' .
ARTICLE 17. - The remittances that are eI!ectuated to the
exterior. will be campul,ed in the first place II? the prof'ts made by
the con'pany. That whIch exceeds s:l.ld proflts will be computed
10 the cap,taL
CUJ'l.1'TER 4
CAPITAL WITU RIGUT TO TRANSFF.RENCE TO TnE
TilE F.XTERlOR
ARTICLE 18. - It will b~ understood by capital with richt to
translerence to the exterior that which i~ origin:llly authori7.ed or
lnlroduct:d. plus the net profits capitllliz'ld. less the c.:JpHal alre3dy
remUted and Icss the nct los:ie~: ,,11 oC i: in th~ cu:renc:, ol
ongln.
AU profits th3t have not be..n sent abroad within a period of
2 years. will be considered to tb.e eUecto; of the law that i3 being
rellulated. all lonn;>lly capitalized. os of the date of the corres-
7S
pOllrji~<! N·Hd~e. In tile case that in obscr~ance ?! the "Contra~t
o! H"f;,C:JlHm Ih~ cap.lal 'hould he tOlally or parllully \.\It!::ldray;n
In st,<'~"", "ithcr In :cnf,ihle or in',al1~jbl" coods. It ·n-.ust also be
cc.mpuH.d in agreement with the rules of lax. \'alucos.
A RTlCLE 19. - The goods introduced as int,,~rZilion 01. funds
ma)' not be ,"".Iued hir.h ..r than the, curr"nt ";:,Iue al POint 01
oriGin. pl us insurance and transportal lOll charges 10 l!le coun try.
t<,,,d I;OOGS will be "alued br the price itl pJ.'l~e of ori~in .for
n,. equi,'alen' neW counterpart min;.!.s ttle correspondJUg amo:;tllatlOn.
If due to thc nature nf the goM!S -bc the~' m"lcri~1 or inma-
tUI:l1 tl1<'re s!lOulc1 not exist a pric~ ill place pf origJjl. the value
r:: llle I:Hrodl.lced goods to. the cOl.:l)tr~' will be stil'ul"ted by
C("·ll1n~(I:1 ag:e:-cn1t."TH Uu:- forCj~ll Ul\"~s\or l\n(~ tl~e n'.:lnd~Cn1~nt~ at
t~'t" tlrne of cclelJratin!: 1;'.e Contract of n"dlcatlo:, or «I th" d"le
,,! Ill': cHecli\'c introduchon J11 jl~ dfEct. fof wille)) tile :lppr~lser
It'Cll ,'le:31IS considered necessary m"y be consullt'd 3t Ihe date
c! t!H~ .-ffcctne il'i1t!'"oduchon jn Jt~ ~ff~c:t.. for \vhi<."11 the aJ)pr<l1sc-r
H'clH'in"ns con~itiHed necessary may be cOllsulted.
Tb e eurrcnt price in place of origin mu,t be cer~ificd in each
c..sc. by the competent Chamber or In~t:I"te of the .Country of
oril:1:1. cerufying Ih.. va!ue of the "oods 111 the market In question.
thro",:h the properly legalizPd p",bJic accountant dOC\lm~nl, Where
lh~ price of Ihe cood is registered in the bool<5 of U'e manufac.'turer
i.l question.
To cnn~·c,.t Ille price and the Inmsport and insurance costs of
for<:ll:n. or nalional currency. the pxchangc rate thilt corresponds to
the lJqll'rt o( \.hose same soo::!s at Itle close of the prenous day
\0 ll,e da.le at Ihe Cusloms Office will be applied.
In all cases 1I0t brought forward the rules tbat regulate the
Tax Laws lit lhe celet.ration ot !he Contract 01 Radication wJl1
.apply.
ARTICLE 20. - The results ot !he investments will be adjusted,
according to tne regulations of the Tax-Law. decluc!n/: the earn-
in,::s ('x~mpt i! there be any nor 0( the foreign source and, with
Ih" ~IN!uction of the losses of prior exercises fiscally deduced and
of the e~penses whose deduction arc not permitted.
In the case of investments in actions Ihe- results may not be
superior to the propo~ion that corresponds in tbe total of the
soo,;Jety, determined accovding to the previous section.
The results so determined h)' Ihe pre"ious sections. will be
exch.ml'eabl(' in the cu~rency o( origin of the generaled capital.
at th c t)'pe of exchange ril te In t he s~Hcrs category at the financial
mar:,ct a: Ule moment of closing the respe<:tive economic exercise
CHAPTER .5
ellA-RGES LEVJED. PROFITS RE:lllTTED TO TllE EXTERIOR
ARTICLE 21. - The profits r ..mitted abroad wiUt the omittance
.. ! the e><ercisc in which they were generatcd. that, su~pass 20 %
of tltl' c:mital with ricllt 01 transference at the beglnnmg of !,be
s:lme exercise will be charged With 3 tax of 40 ~-" on that whIch
"xceeds the 2Q ',.. It is Ulld~r~tood by Cllpitlll with righ t to trans(e-
renee that est;lbl1slled ill Article 18. 110t computing to Ihe fiscal
effects the time period ...tablished in Ar.Ucle J6.
To those effects, the ched.s sent abroad will be cha~gt'd ill
the 1irst place 10 tile profits d~te~mined in accordimce With the
fInal section Of Artkle 20 and obtaIned In the last exercise:
In 'both cas..s prOVided that its capitalization has not been re-
sclved. Wht'n proHt. ha\'e been sent for both .."ereises already
menti~llcd. UIe $urplus of the sum sent win be computed to the
capi:,,!. . .
The paying of the tllriif win be l>ractlced buymg the eap,taI
reJ:islered with the profits sent during the same exercise. The tax
resulting in foreign currency will be converted in national money
at tile exchange raIe lor £<!lJer in the financial market at the
c1osinp. of Ihe exercis...
ARTICLE 22. - The General Tax Office. through its Earning's
Taxes Dt'j)artmcnt wf)) collect and 1is~ali2e !.his charse. It will be
)iouidaled through a sworn statement. a.nd payable on the same
opportunity lind form that tile cOITespondinc taxes.
CQ.APrER 6
LOANS
ARTICLE 23. - 11 will be considered a company of foreign
capital. the one Whose capltal coming from the exterior represents
more than SO ';'C of its capital and has judicial power of d ..clsion.
All forcil:n inve~tment is presumed to t1a'l'c judicial power of
decision. unless pro"cn to tile contrar>·.
Th.us the E><ecutive Br:mCb. wiUl the advice of Ihe Progr"mminc
alld Cudget Department may by pelitlOn of the investor, declare a
ccmp:my of for~ihn funds til0Se. in which the foreign investment
represcn ts le~s tt'!;1n SO '.~ of the lnt~gratcd capit:, I, always that,
,:ud i""cslml'nt has been obtained according to the rules set in
these Hel:U1:.ations.
• As It was st2.tcd in the previous seclions. the proporlions be,t-
"'<,I:n the r.ationIll capital and foreign capital in a company. Will
be o"t("rmincd at the close of ea.ch exerci,e in accord with criteria
~s:"b";'~led In Article lS of the pr"sent ne,ulations.
ARTICLE 24. - The compani..s to whi"h the preceeding article
r .. /ers 10 may IIO! make u,e 01 cnelits of internal {in:mClal ch,,-
rat'ter of middle to long range lerm. what.."er be its modality.
ThOR" oper;;tions whos·e terminalions does not exceed a )It'llI' are
con~ider",d S~lort term.
ARTICLE 25. - For Ule utilizatlon of extcrnal credits the
foreir.n finanCial intermediation will he "ubjcct to the regulat-
:lJ should in each casc count wi~h a f'H'or03ble report from tileAs~csm"ni UnH rC'fern<l' to in Article 6. ::.nd for the. Int,ern"1ional
Gecit of the State. besides. with tilt' pxpr"ssed authorlzallon of the
Executive Branch.
13y in:"'rll31ioflal credit of the Slate it i' understood. th;lt whicl1
hOli bt't'n !,rantt'd to t.'lese or to :Jny judjcial perlOO)) of public right,
in c<>:l~jder"tjo" of hiS quality as SUch, 76
ARTlCJ~E 2;. - The companies of foreign funds that carryon
!orel~:' !inan::ial lntermeti?:ion will be, subjected to the regulat-
ions' eli'H,.ed by Ihe l;T'",gua~'an CE'ntral Bank.
ARTICLE 27. - The foreign in',estor ~hould ask the Asse'sment
eni! rel~rc"d to in Attic:" G. Ule ~ut!'oriz:J:.ljon to contract fin03nclal
bans of o;:crn..1 Orif,e:'l. Til" condi!ions 01 the 10::.n who,e aUl-
1Ioril~I:('P is pptitio,,<:d sho'Jld adjus, itsclf to Ihe rules dicI3l<:d
by \h" Urugu":'-dn Cenlral F.::nk.
I" C.~Cll C3"e it will bE' clC1Htdned if the impol·t of the forllikn
10:.111 ;a~d it.; condinonf .::2re tJcct:;:u;atc \\,j1ll the !o::-ei~n in\'estn'H!nt:
'md alw,,,'s in ""corn wi:), th~ establi~hcd in tbis Ch::.p:cr 6.
Such lean's as we] I as 1tJ (' se r iCe of ~:llol'ti~nlion and interest. will
he ll"cri\)(.(j in Ille c;,Jrrcncy of 01'1"1,, in the Hel:i~tH 10 which
rcferCIKe 1'; m'>tJc ill Atticle 10 of the present Rellulations.
ARTJELF; 23. -- The t:r"~lJ;J~'nn e,mtr:!l Bank will a!~ure the
~.OIl\·Hl"bj)ilY and tranier~tJllilY of the :l1norti7.ation and interest
~one~j)O"dlllg to t h~ "" tcrnal cred its ll<pd b>' the foreilln i n\·e~tors.
III ca.e that Administrall\'e disposttion de not allow the foreign
invpstor " fl"~c "cce,;s 10 the fin,lncial market willl the obiect of
"btaimn~ the eorrespondins foreign currency thll Uruguayan Celltral
Bank WIll pro\'ide saId "urr~:'ICY_
CIfAP'l'£R 7
GEXER.-%.L DISPOSJTJONS
~RTICLE 29. - The !orei~l1 funds conCeTns alreadv established
;0 the country on the da>' that Law 14,244 of tile 26h. July J974
rame inlo effect whal".....r be Ut.. proportion of it. may adhere to
Ule propo,ed N!girne in U".ese rules prior to Febr\Jary 121h. 1975.
declaring the ~oreign capHal invested in aceord with wl\at Is
p.stabhs.'led in CbaptlOr 2 of tili' Decree. The characIllr ot !oreigq
funds of these cOllcerns musl be ju~tified through a sworn stMp-ment
of I enr-ancy of those action. and or Ihl> Participation of that
"h"r"c:".. , III such case. it will be conside.rcd as foreign contnl'>uU'>I:I
to lhe e{(ect of that es~ablished b)' Article 18 the profits adJusted
in l!ccord with the fiscal rules and not remllted during the last
th ree ..xercise.
The foreign capilal delermlned in accord with tlle preceding
sections will be Inscribed in the Regisler reierred to in ArtiCle
10 (.f this Decree. The rein'lbursment of fore;~n capital in accord
with tbe preceeding sections. rna)' only be effectuated a~ of tile Jr{i.
)'car Which is counted from I..'le dilte t!1e Executi\'e Branch fE.'solves
th03t thc authorization 10 conform to this Regime corresponds, Ttle
new capital conling from tile ext.-rior and its profits. will participate
of the regimE.' Of these rulE.'s and will adjust themseh-es to tbe
~ame in accordance to that established i..'1 Chapler 2 of this Decree.
ARTICLE 30. - The profits not remitted in the last titree exer.
cises. considerpd in accord with the preceedinlif article as foreign
contributions lind lad)\Isted according to the fiscal rules. will be~\'llluated at L'le exchange rate of the date 01 the option.
ARTICLE 31. - The ~alue of the goods and duties of the com-
pamf·. refErred 10 in Article 29 adjust according 10 tho stipulations
of Chohpler 4 wjJ1 be detErmined at the clo~e of the llist t"eo:lomlc
exerc:.e completed prior to Ute dale of issue of thil. Decree. to
the ef!ecu; of establishing the ""luI' of the net patrimony vf the
Compan>' on tilat date.
ARTICLE 32. - The companies already established tllllt do nol
adhere to the eSUlblisl::Jed h)' the preclleding articles will continue
to be subjected to the rules in effect on the date of the Law
14.17!; ol M:lrch 28th. 1974.
. ARTICLE 33. - In the Contract of Radication Ute forelgq
l~'1Yestor W ill assume the responsibility Utat U1e. company re3.-
liz.es only acti\'ilies directly or indirectly authorized.
ARTICLE 34. - They "ill no! prevail for the companies that
adjure tllemselve$ to Ute regime of the Law 14.rl9 of Marcil 28th.
1974 and modifieation,. Ule admlnistrativc dispositions that limit
tile distribution of profits.
.ARTICLE 35. - The foreign investment lind t·he companies 1DWhl~h It participates, will be subjected to the nalIona~ ludlc.lal
reglJ1le.
ARTICLE 36. - The disposiUons of this Decree wijl apply onJy
for U"Jose c:ompanies that lake L'1e option of applyl.og lor the
bendlls established in these Regulations.
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t"qUlpt'd 9":1h w.l~f Jodu to permit water ~C'vtHr•.c.
In ~hl~ fIne l~k ., lh..: AYYI t~rm,1\21, lht' w.)~(:r wdl
UI' h)wL.·r~~ frnm lhe reLhl:(I1\ !1f ...('1 f~, 35m.) to tht
('~,l.~' 1,vl:J Ie, Ji.~m.). 1n ~JU: .:'.;Jj,o C~i~Q ~CrilllT'l3.j.
:h' 11',,':< ..... 111 p:l:-'" (,(;In the (';.I~al !c\'d (~, :7.5:n.;
\0 t~oL! river d~r.lh tr.. :m.). h ~s p::'of\cd lo m;l,l"l~tr.
:I. J,(rWO';l;":I:"';1 d ...·ptn oj 2 m":l'~L'\ .J*' Clf Sa11."t Cb.\·o
~o ;n;) ... rC' "rv)lc.::" :,.i.'IJ)"utiuh)l C'1,ndi:IOn.l, In t,;,ch (l)l.
In'me (.f 1:1~ C3lnal lhC'.~ wJH lie An art''' '0 S'1'rve
as .::. .n:ll(;'I~O ,sQ lh~: th.... ~o_.J w,lt h.,·e .an c.w~i:mg
zo l~ wh:J~ lhcr(' 'U:'T\ t.:. r..vi~:tle r()nl~' lJp, It AhcjUJd
X pOJn!(:~ "'.... t :h.., 'hl~ Rio Ul·~r.u~y W~.;"i 11:'V:C.:'lbjt
up t.I • ('I'U'PJ~ 0' dr~2.(·Jl k~)um.(":('r~ prior ,n $:\ho
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rl\ ,,'f !,;:rIUt' ..c •
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~;I":J.l:!.il UI1J~'I' w~y hi tJ""trl~ CI."Uj,lh:lCd on s(I;a:;:u)c.
":.!'to: l'lV;~ ",,·r,r4cs. a.~ \\'~ll :,~, ~~I!!' b~u~ui.~" of ) 2.. t'l~ ,)
'9l; r.ncd t..:alOlI ,.)~ 2,JO ;",d;:es hiwe 3!,c;"dy 'bltcr. ('D:':':.
mtnce;,!. ·fhll: lJnl turbiT.oC:'> w:U ,)·.a:t (..:-nrra~jJl~
(,":,\·'1'&1 C.::.w~rd5 tht' linttl mont!'" of 11)7~ w,,'" ·t"s"l
J)f\lfil~c'i()n ~Xpt'Clt't'J by the (:nd or 1980. TI~,e fOn$.
tn.C'h<oIn wl~J be!: 1lSnit.:d d1Jrm, 1he tiu\ lhree :;.:~t'I
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the :P:"Qjt~t t'", ir,-:hJ.d~ two t.yrn;:n(:\rjral J;t"n~r:llion
('~ht.:r;o;. "."1.1 <'f\ el\cn $h,h~ Qr l ..u: l~VOI·. T'ilO projcoC'1
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Not too long (1973), Montevideo's
Port was in a sad store of C1Hairs,
yet, today that imoge has received
a full revamping. Where in the pmt
mest vessels preferred to avoid the
.Montevideo ~top if possible it has
now become common for ships to
come into port, tt> unload their cargoes
bo:.:~d for ether CC"'_''"l!ri'eS.
In previovs issues we have wrillefl
about many instances of dock improv-
ements at both the physical and
human levels. The Chairman of the
Nalional Port Management, Colonel
Roberto Ramirez, has worked hard to
promcte the coming into being of
the present eFficient port. The value
of the progress gained through the
hard nosed eFfort of all those working
at the docks is amply demonstrated
by the steady .rise of port activity
while the world is suffering the ef.
fects of a deep recession of the mojor
markets.
As mentioned previcusly, lhe Mon-
tevideo Port is the ideal connecting
point between the world ond 140
million South American inhabitants
(from Uruguay, the Argentinian inte-
rior, Bolivia, Paraguay and Southern
Brasil. The modern ideo of "continen-
tal areas" has p-Iaced Montevideo's
beautiful and functional boy into 0
top priority zone for the Southern
Cone.
The svccesive reorganization meas-
ures have banished the "Dirty Port"
label which hod been deeply rooted
-orr
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in tho high costs caused by tho slow
and innefficient dock services. The
vast rebuilding process hos centered
on such vitol points as; dock infro-
structure; personnel plannificoticn;
repolnng dredges, crones, shipyards,
machines, deposits and fleating dikes.
The opening of dirty free storoge
deposits and freezing chambers for
cargo in transit has become a Fa.,ou-
rite dock service lor todoys modern
on the go freight ships. The est-
ablishment 01 wide range social ben-
efits Fer the dock workers has not
only raised their morale but also
their ove'rall output to new highs.
With the dredges doing their shore
the depth of the bay has been main·
toined to Ihe desired level and
reaches more than ten melp.rs in
mony parIs.
The port has thus progressed from
a hig'hly deteriomted state to an ex-
porter of port services.
The ship5 cf the -::odd roo,,',' bek
towards a Montevideo stop wi:h re-
newed conFidence of a good slay.
The regional integration covenants
have helped 10 make this natural
boy and excellent port the true sol.
ution to the Southern Cone's import-
export nceds.
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TRATADO DEL 1(10 DE LA PU\TA :I
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APPENDIX F
El Dr. JUlill cesar LDpinacci, ~r LetJ'illlo
del Minimrio de Relaciones £xteriores
, uno de IDS r.e!QCiadores tmJguayos del
Tcabd1J del Rio de 13 PbtI J sa frem
Maritimo, analiza a traris del lr3b3jo cU}3
publication iniciamos el1 eJ present! numero,
algunos de los grandes beneficios que 2
derivan de dieho il'.strumeam para UlUguay
J Arpntlaa.
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E1 Tratado cont!ene una
serie de nonnas re1a.tlvas a
Ill. preservsci6n de los recur-
80S vivo& tanto en el Rio de
13. Plata como en su Frente
MarItlmo.
Respecto del prlmero. las
Partes acorda.-an 133 DOnnas
regul:l,dora.s ce las ac:Jvida.
des de pesca en ~laci<in COD
Ill. conservaciO:l y preserva-
cion de esos recursos. 10 que
5e rcalizara a traves de 1a
Comlsion Administr"adora,
Can re!ercncta a1 Frente
Maritimo, sc creU. 13. CO:Ill-
s16n Tecnlca ML'tta. uno de
cuyos cOClctldos principeles
es el de adoptar y coordiI'..ar
"planes y medidas relatLvcS
a lao conservaclon. preserv:l.-
cion y racioIUI exp!otacloo
de los rceursos vivos".
EL TRAT.UX> del Rio de
I la P13ta y su Fi:'ente, Marll:1mo. al clar dellnit1va
I 7 Justa 1501ucl6n a seculares, problems.s jUrlsdlcclonalespendJentes entre Uru~,. 7ArgenUna y estableeer un jverdadero Estatuto regua..
I dor del ejerclcio de los l.i'Ua~les derecho5 de los dOli rl-berei:oa en esa.s ares.s nu-9JiaJ,es Yo ma.ntlmaa. crea lu~ concllclones adeeuadall para
I una t::q)lo~j6n raclonal eintegral de los ingent.es re-cunsQ.S de la tona. por partede cadlJ, Estado y abre 1n~mensas perspectivas de coo-
:I peracloJl e:I::tt'e amt:os en los
Ii plano.s eeon6mlco. e1enW1cO.t.."cnlto y jundico.A) El primer beneficlomutua que derlva de tan
I traxendental ~t.rumento.es ~1 marco de :;egurldadjurldle& ql.le brlDda a lasJ 1)artes para el pleno cesa-II nollo d! sus posibWdades de
Iii I\:;lrove<:hamlento de to d os~ los reeursos vivos y no vivo!de las areas bajo sus respec-
t tJva.:s jurlsd!eeione3. ahoratotalmenta de!ln1da.s.
i En etecto, n,1nguna empre~sa naelonal 0 extranjl!1'a.prlvada. 0 estatal, pcdria
encarar la explotaci6n de
recursos ---.sea un yacimien-
to mineral a un depOsito de
hldroca.rburos. 0 13 pascaL
par poner ejemplos ~n una
zona lltlgiosa. es decir una
zona. dJsput.3da entre dos
&tadas, ya que c:uia uno
de ellos relv1ndJce.ria para 51
cl der~bo & reallza.r 0 au-
tomar Is. explotac16n eon
exclusion del otro.
A1 definirse las jurtsdic-
clones, e5e problema desapa-
reee en vlrtud ce que las
Areas de e~plotac16D Quedl'n
. perteetamente delimitac!as.
tal coc:o 10 establece el
Trntado. y cada Pa.rte pue-
de, entoQ.ces. explotar iDtc-
gra!mente. sin rlesgos. las
rlquezas que tet'~a en su res-
pect.1vo terrltorio marittmo
y fluvial.
B) Otm a:;pecto impor-
tante es el rela.tivo a la. coo-
servacl6::. y protecclon de 105
:-ec~os.
Cal
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Pa"ra evltar 1& depredaci6n
de las especies se prcve.
a.simismo, Is. fijaewn de vo-
11imenes max1mos de captu-
ra y su ajuste periOdlco. to-
do 10 cua! se hara. sobre 1a
base de estudlos e invest1~
gaclones de cari<:ter CLent!-
fico y se establecen. por
otrn parte. los contro1~ ade-
cuados en base at eje:clclo
de tunclones de vlgllanci:L y ,
e1 intercambio regular de
1n!ormaclOn. entre 10.' dos
paises, sobre esfuer".,() ~e pes-
C:l y captur:1. POl' especle y
sobre la noI:lina de los bU.
ques de las respect1.,~s ban-
aeras que operen en las
a~ de usc COIDu.n en el
Rio y en la Zona comUn de
pesca en cl mar.
TlUDblen se a.cuerdan se-
veras normaa reln.tlva.s a la
prote:cclon tlel medlo &culL-
tleo y, especitlcamente. para
prevenir. comb.t1r y eHm1.
oar 1::1. conta::::l1nac16n. QUO
en los Ultlcos anos se ha
constitwdo en un pel1gro
creclente Para. 180 conserva.
clon y supem'encla. de las
espec1es n:mrlrus y tlUY1a!es.
en particular, POl' el vertl·
m len t () de h1ci:ocarburos
provenlentes del lav~do de
tanques. achiqu~ de st'~ti.cns
y de lastre de Ius b:lrcos. esi
com 0 del Yerf,imlento de
otras mate~as Docl.as se:l
'des<1.e buque$ 0, ~;),rtl~l:br­
mente en los n03. cesde la.
costa, en e5;Jecial. de.~echOB
lndUStrlDles.
{Continwmj}
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Artic!~ 9. - The preceeding reo
gulo'ior.1 will te, applied .':!nli! rh"
3 ht. of Moreh 01 1975.
Ad:c'e S. - The CUlloml, Military.
and Deporlometltol ond Mun:cipol
Polke Quthorities will "nforce Ih ..
preceedin::/I orlicl~. ,in 0 c,",ord'noled
manner .so O~ to insure ,0 proper
noplicotiO" of s:lid regulations.
(oble witho,,' ,he previous Ols..n'·
men' of the h:gh"st ronking ofiicial
of th~ Deportomentol Set~ice, No·
1I0noi or M\Jn icipo I outhori~y to
wh'Gh the' accu,in; oHicer helongs_
The p'~yenl;ve opprehens.ion or
oppropriorlon may only proceed wir"
Ihe o:der of the ~omperenl sup'!rio'
cutharily.
Artide 7. ~ Once Ihe inspection
referred to in Arlicle \ has been
carried out, no customs a<CVlotion
w;rh respect ro ,he vehicle ond orher
goods 01 Ih.. tautists will be oppli-
Article 6. - The lour,sts Iha'
enter duringl"e period indicated
~n Arllid. I, moy conduo' ,heir
vehicle with in Ihe notional territory
with tho driver's licen.e imJed by
Iheir country of origin or the inter-
not;onol driver'. license Ihot moy
be po,seued.
beveroge, during the period indio
cated in Article l. All olher conlrols
to bo efieCluo:"d by Ihe intervening
oul'hor;'les on vel,ides, 'persollS and
olher goods will con.'arm 10 the
e"isting regula:ions.
During thol period of 'emporary
admission (6 months), Ihe tourill
will be able to enter and leave tile
norionol lerritory, until 'he original
permit expires, alwaYI Ihol Ihe ori·
ginal doc umentatio" is kept and
thgt Ih., perlin"nr customs conlrols
Ore .. flecluoled.
Artide: 5. -. The Notional Customs
Office will determine Ihe norml Ihot
the ta"rjsfs mv~t observe- with respe<:t
'0 Ihe inlroduction of foods and
Arliefe 4. - In Ihe some way it
will be obligarory wilh respecl to
Ihe lourists vehic!el. 10 locQte in 0
vi,ible place a s:omp rhot cerlilie.
the inspection, Ihe cOlegory of
touri.', ,h.. rogiS!ration, Ihe do'.
01 ..ntronce and tbe durotion of
Ih. temporary admi..ion.
Arlicle 3. - It will be Ihe obli.
gation of Ihe duties officer to ;.sue
10 Ihe louriu at Ihe poi nl of enlrgn.
Ge 0 pam,,!>lel irdicoHn9 Ihe current
custo~, regu~lot:ons_
URUGUAY'S golden shcreline is already shinning under lhfl summer sun. Thefirst wave of tourists, mainly from the Southern CORe neighbors, are enjoying
the summer beach resorts and the traditional goodhospifality and respect
that the Uruguayans dispense in great measure to their yearly guests.
The Government has taken the necessary steps to assure the tourist of a rapid
inmlgration control Clnd Cl carefree movement within the Republic.
A few days past, the Exeeuliv8 decreed the following~
Article 2. - Once the inm'gra.lion
conrrol process has ben completed,
the loudst w:1I only be lubiect 10
(onlro!. due 10 reOlons of notional
security a:'ld 10 be performed by Ihe
competent authorities within Ihe
notional r,"drory.
Arricle 1. - The dUliel, migralo-
ry gn:l security control of p~...on.
g~rs ond tourilts who enter Ihe
cOun:ry berw..en th., 1st. of De.
cembe.. of 1974 and Ih., 31st. of
March of 1975 will be .,lfectuoted
ot Ih.. normal points of enlronce
cmd departure.
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VERANO'
URUGUAYO
V,ista panoramica de una playa urbana de Mon!evideo. las arenas, reco3tadas a la gran
ciudad, ya dan colorido solaz a millares de turistas que ano a ano buscan la plenitud de
la costa uruguaya.
EXHI,BIT I 82,
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Sea Irons arll tho chicf lIt1raCilon on LobC/1 hland
Punta del Este
One of the famous ocean resorts in the Western
Hemisphere, Punta del Este is crowded with visit<ilrs
from Argentino, Brazil, Uruguay, and elsewhere during
the seaS0n. located on a peninsula jutting far ouf into
the Atlantic, this is the first in the chain of Uruguay's
coast resorts facing the open sea. The peninsula i~
built up wit·h summer homes, from palatial mansions to
qoaint chaJeh. Of the excellont beaches on either
side of the peninsula, P,laya Manso (Mild .Beach) on
the Rio de 10 Plato side is an excellent beach for chil-
dren and non-swimmers; while Playa Br.:ova (Rough
Beach), facing the Atlontic Ocean, appeals to those
who prefer the surf. Informality is the keynote of life
a' Punla del Esle, even at the best hotels and clubs.
In addition 10 surf bathing and swimming, there is soil·
ing, fishing, hiking, cycling, horseback riding, golf, and
tennis. /-Iere were held two meetings of hisloric sig-
nificance to the Inler-American System: the Special
Meeting of the Inter-American Economic and Social
Council of the OAS in Augu~t 1961, which established
the Alliance for Progress; and the Meeting of American
Chiefs of Stote in April 1967.
An interesting trip may be made by launch to lobos
Islcnd from Punta del Esle or Maldonado. The main
attraction on this barren, rocky island is its large
colony of sea lions; here ol~o is the most powerful
lighthouse on the Uruguayan coosl. Punla del Este is
about 100 miles from Montevideo and may be reached
by highway, railway, or airplane. Contegril, a suburb
of Punta del Este, is well known as the scene of in-
ternational film festivals, where movie stars from all
over the world assemble. Internotional champiomhip
golf and tennis matches (He of len played tit Ihe
country c:Iob.
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